Gift Designation Options

This list represents a sample of additional gift designation options and is not a complete listing.

**COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

**COBA Faculty Development and Research**

**Accounting**
- Department of Accounting – Special
- Academic Accounting Scholarship
- Carol Lee Sangster Endowment

**Banking**
- James B. and Elsie M. Bexley Banking/Finance Scholarship Endowment

**Economics and International Business**
- Dept of Economics and International Business Endowment
- Economics Scholarship
- Economics Development

**COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE**

**Friends of National Institute for Victim Studies**
- College of Criminal Justice Freshman Academic Endowed Scholarship
- College of Criminal Justice Undergraduate Research Scholarship
- 50th Anniversary Scholarship

**Scholarships**
- Brandon Ashley Memorial Scholarship
- Shane Bennett Criminal Justice Memorial Scholarship
- Stacy Countz Criminal Justice Memorial Scholarship

**Endowments**
- Charles M. Friel Endowment
- George J. Beto Memorial Endowment
- Rolando del Carmen Criminal Justice Endowment
- Kelly Harris Memorial Criminal Justice Endowment
- LT. Colon E. "Tate" Jordan, Sr., Memorial Endowment
- Melissa Renee Sinclair Criminal Justice Scholarship Endowment
- Tom Broussard, PhD Memorial Endowment

**COLLEGE OF EDUCATION**

**College of Education Development**

**Counseling**
- SHSU Counseling Student Scholarship

**Curriculum and Instruction**
- Friends of Curriculum and Instruction
- Mrs. Blanche Miller Shaw Endowment

**Educational Leadership**
- Dr. Jimmy N. Merchant Graduate Endowment
- Friends of Educational Leadership

**Language, Literacy and Special Population**
- Friends of Language, Literacy and Special Populations
- Alberto Sandoval Bilingual Education Scholarship

**Library Science**
- Eliza Van Camp Library Science Enrichment Endowment
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND MASS COMMUNICATION

Art
Friends of Art
Distinguished Art Faculty Endowment

Music
Friends of Music

Photography
Friends of Photography

Theatre
Friends of Theatre
Drama Department Scholarship

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Family and Consumer Sciences
Friends of Family & Consumer Sciences
Family and Consumer Sciences Memorial Endowment (Scholarship)

Health Services & Promotion
Friends of Population Health

Nursing
Friends of Nursing

Kinesiology
Friends of Kinesiology
H.O. "Molly" Crawford Memorial Scholarship Endowment

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

CHSS General Scholarship
CHSS Advisory Board – Travel Scholarship

History
Friends of History
Rather-Powell American History Endowment

Communication Studies
Friends of Speech Communication

Political Science
Friends of Political Science
Political Science Endowment
Dr. John Holcombe Scholarship Endowment

English
Friends of English
General English Scholarship

Psychology
Friends of Psychology
Psychology Scholarship Endowment (Symonds/Weber)

Foreign Language
Friends of Foreign Languages
The Foreign Languages Scholarship Endowment

Sociology
Friends of Sociology
Sociology Scholarship
Walter and Minnie Bennett Scholarship

Philosophy
Friends of Philosophy
Richard A. Cording Endowment
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Agricultural Sciences
Agricultural Sciences Development
Billy Harrell Endowment
Wes Neyland Memorial Rodeo Scholarship Endowment

Biological Sciences
Friends of Biology
Dr. Harold F. Foerster Endowment
Friends of Environmental Sciences
Environmental Science Endowment

Chemistry
Friends of Chemistry
Friends of Inorganic Chemistry
Chemistry Alumni Endowment

Computer Science
Friends of Computer Science
Computer Science Majors Endowment

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Engineering Technology
Friends of Engineering Technology

Geography
Robert & Mabel Richardson Geography Endowment

Geology
Friends of Geology
Geology Endowment for Enhancement and Scholarship

Mathematics and Statistics
Mathematics Department Endowment
Dan Reeves, Jr. Scholarship in Mathematics Endowment

Physics
Friends of Physics

ATHLETICS

NCAA Academic Advisor Account
Baseball Enrichment
Bowling Enrichment
Football Enrichment
Golf Enrichment
Men’s Basketball Enrichment
Softball Enrichment
Tennis Enrichment
Track Enrichment
Volleyball Enrichment
Women’s Basketball Enrichment
Women’s Soccer Enrichment

STUDENT AFFAIRS

Friends of Student Affairs
Friends of Greek Life
Friends of Cheerleading/Orange Pride Dance Team
Friends of Recreational Sports
Student Affairs Generations & Student Employee
Endowed Scholarship

OTHER

Newton Gresham Library Enrichment
Friends of ACE (Academic Community Engagement)
Friends of SHSU Food Pantry
Friends of the Veterans Resource Center
Academic Affairs Generations Scholarship
Enrollment Management Generations Scholarship
Facilities Management Family Scholarship
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